PLANNED SESSIONS:

Monday, October 28
1:00 – 4:30 PM  RESRAD-ONSITE
                Dr. Charley Yu, ANL
                Dr. Emmanuel Gnanapragasam, ANL

Tuesday, October 29
9:00 AM – 12:00 PM  RESRAD-BUILD
                    Dr. Charley Yu, ANL
                    Dr. Emmanuel Gnanapragasam, ANL
1:00 – 5:00 PM  RESRAD-OFFSITE
                Dr. Charley Yu, ANL
                Dr. Emmanuel Gnanapragasam, ANL

Wednesday, October 30
Webinar: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/673071829
9:00 – 9:20 AM  Introductory Remarks & GENII Updates
            Dr. Caitlin Condon, PNNL
9:20 – 9:40 AM  Reactor Decommissioning Process
            John Clement, NRC
9:40 – 10:00 AM  How NRC Uses RESRAD in Reviews
            Karen Pinkston and/or
            Adam Schwartzman, NRC
10:00 – 10:15 AM  Break
10:15 – 10:35 AM  RESRAD Decommissioning Examples
            Michael LaFanzo, U.S. NRC
10:35 – 10:55 AM  Decommissioning in South Africa
            Shumani Masia-Raivhogo, South Africa
10:55 – 11:15 AM  Decommissioning in Australia
            Blake Orr, Australia
11:15 – 11:35 AM  Biota From An Academic Perspective
            Dr. Caitlin Condon, PNNL
11:35 AM – 12:00 PM  RESRAD User Meeting Wrap-up
            Michael LaFanzo, U.S. NRC